This issue's column and its companion [GH] are respectively about a technique to deal wit h polynomial-bounded censuses of accepting paths (FewP) and about dealing with polynomialbounded censuses of membership of sets NP-hard with respect to various reducibilities-and som e connections between these two topics . The current issue's column focuses completely on the former , namely, it discusses the so-called parallel census technique . The title's "moment of perfect clarity " is not a gratuitous plug for the science fiction series Babylon 5 (if it were, it might say : Babylon 5 i s insanely awesome aside perhaps from the first-season, and all five of its seasons will be rerun in th e USA on the cable SciFi Channel M-F starting September 25, 2000), but rather refers to the wa y that in the parallel census technique a correct guessed census has the power to reveal the names o f previously opaque computational objects; the proof of Theorem 2 .6 makes clear what is meant b y this.
Introductio n
Have you ever used a pair of binoculars? Then you know the process one goes through to initiall y set the distance between the two eyepieces-sometimes the view may black out, yet if one goes to o far the other way one has two circles of view that don't coincide . However, there is a point wher e things are just right : All is crisply aligned and one can enjoy the view of that pileated woodpecker , at least if it has been so polite as to wait while one was playing with the interocular adjustment .
The parallel census technique is very much like this : too far one way and our view black s out, too far the other way and we get chaos from overlapping views, but at a certain magic poin t everything comes into focus .
The Parallel Census Technique
So, what is the parallel census technique? Loosely put-and since we are speaking of a flavo r of approach loosely put is appropriate here-the parallel census technique refers to an approac h that can be used when faced with a deterministically or nondeterministically recognizable type o f objects of which one knows that one has at most polynomially many but one does not know exactl y how many one has. The parallel census approach is to, in parallel, for each possible guess of th e cardinality to ask, also in parallel, a bunch of questions to a nondeterministic set (machine) that wil l guess and check a number of objects matching the cardinality you guessed and that will test som e bit of information about one of the objects . Our set of questions will be such that the questions corresponding to the correct cardinality will-when all their answers are viewed together-revea l everything about the objects : the overall cardinality and even the name of each object .
Put more succinctly, the parallel census technique is a way of gaining information via parallelize d queries to nondeterministic classes . For example the following known result can be crisply seen via the parallel census technique .
Definition 2 .1 A polynomial-time truth-table reduction (see [LLS75] or [GH] ) is said to be exponentially length-decreasing if there is a constant k such that, on all inputs x, each of the (at most polynomial number of) parallel queries generated on input x is of length at most k log 14 Theorem 2 .2 (can be seen via the tools of [Har83, HIS85] , see the discussion in Section 3) Ever y sparse NP set reduces via a parallel (i .e ., truth-table), exponentially length-decreasing reduction t o an NE set (NE = Uk NTIME[2 kn]) .
Definition 2 .3 [VV86]
Let Q( .) be a one-argument boolean predicate . Let SAT be, as usual, the set of satisfiable boolean formulas .
SAT(x)
if the number of satisfying assignments of x is 0 or 1
Definition 2 . 4 a) [Va179] A function f is in #P iff there is some NPTM, N, such that for each x it holds tha t N(x) (i .e., the computation of N on input x) has exactly f (x) accepting paths .
Fact 2.5 P C UP C FewP C Few .
Theorem 2 .6 (see Section 3 for a discussion of attribution)
We defer a discussion of the history and attribution of Theorems 2 .2 and 2 .6 until after the proo f of Theorem 2 .6 . The proof of Theorem 2 .6 will provide a quintessential example of the paralle l census technique . Proof (Theorem 2 .6) : Let L be an arbitrary set from Few . Let R( . , .), f, and q(•) be as i n Definition 2 .4(d) . With respect to #P function f , let N be as in Definition 2 .4(a), and withou t loss of generality assume that for each x all computation paths of N(x) are of length exactly p(IxI ) , where p is a polynomial and (dw) p(w) > 1] .
As we discuss at the end of the proof, the proof will actually establish even the claim that th e complete list of accepting paths of N(x) is computable in FPt t sATQ Consider the se t
Let N' be the obvious, natural, NP machine for J . Note that this machine will have the propert y that on each input of the form (x, f machine N' will have either zero or one acceptin g path, as there will be just one valid guess for (pl , p 2i . . . ,p c) . Also, crucially, note that when c i s f (x) then as j, k, and b vary they basically read off all the bits of the accepting paths of N(x) . (Actually they poke each bit twice . This does no harm, and helps us avoid confusing "the acceptin g path having all zeros" with the lack of any accepting paths .)
Let 0N' be a polynomial-time, parsimonious many-one reduction (Cook's reduction can b e implemented parsimoniously [Ga174] ) from questions about membership in J to Boolean formulas . That is, for each string v, the formula aN, (v) will have exactly as many satisfying assignments a s N'(v) had accepting computation paths .
Let Q be any predicate. The reduction to implement L < t t USATQ is as follows . On input x , ask USATQ , in parallel, all questions of the for m aa N ( x , c, j, k, b ) for allc<q(Ixl), 1 < j <c, 1 <kp(IxI), bE{0,1}.
Note that the answers here are a bit magical . In particular, consider all answers associated (o n input x) with a single value of c, say, c' . If c' > f (x), that is, if c' is greater than the number o f accepting paths of N(x), then all the questions "aN, ((x, c', j, k, b)) E USATQ ?" will get the answer "no" (since in this case N'((x, c', j, k, b)) will have zero accepting paths, oN, ((x, c', j, k, b)) will b e unsatisfiable, so USATQ cannot contain it) . Of course, if c' < f (x), that is, if c' is less than the number of accepting paths of N(x), then the answers to the questions "o N'((x, c', j, k, b)) E USAT Q?" will yield a big muddle of information, since the too-low guessed cardinality c' will allow multipl e valid guesses of (pl , p 2 , . . . , pe ) and so bits will be overlayed in ways that may potentially hide information . However, and this is the beautiful core of the parallel census technique, when c' = f (x) , that is, when c' equals the number of accepting paths of N(x), then if f (x) = 0 every question o f the form "aN' ((x, c', j, k, b )) E USAT Q ?" will get the answer "no," and if f (x) > 0 then at least one question of the form " ow, ((x, c', j, k, b )) e USAT Q ?" will get the answer "yes," and furthermore th e answer to all questions of the form " a N, ((x, c', j, k, b) ) E USATQ?" will in effect specify the entir e list of accepting paths! That is, when c' = f (x) everything comes into focus-a moment of perfec t clarity .
So, after we get back the huge list of answers in parallel, if all the answers are "no" we kno w that N(x) has zero accepting paths, and we accept exactly if R(x, 0) . If at least one answer is yes, we consider the largest c for which some query "a N , ((x, c, j, k, b )) E USAT Q?" received th e answer "yes ." So, c = f (x) . So, we accept exactly if R(x, c) . This already proves our state d theorem, but note that a bit more holds . From the whole collection of answers to the question s "QN' ((x, c', j, k, b)) E USATQ ?" we can reconstruct all the accepting paths of N(x) . So not only is it true that L <p USATQ , but in fact it even holds that the complete list of accepting paths of N(x) is computable in FPttsATQ n From the very general claim expressed as Theorem 2 .6 one can immediately conclude many o f the other ways that the benefits of the parallel census technique are used as they relate to Few. Most particularly, it is immediate from Theorem 2 .6 and Fact 2.5 that the following corollary holds . 
Comments and Attribution s
We come to the issue of attribution . This is a bit tricky, as where one sees this as originatin g depends in part on how flexible one is in defining "this ." However, in terms of pointing to where the parallel census technique came to be seen as a key approach to reaching conclusions about FewP , that is relatively clear : Selman ([Se190] and its journal version [Se194] ; see especially Proposition 6 of the former, which is Theorem 2 of the latter) and Toda (the proof of Theorem 3 .10 of [Tod9l] ) .
The result (3Q) [USAT Q E P] = P = FewP is explicitly stated by Buhrman, Fortnow, an d Torenvliet [BFT97] , and is there attributed as "this was essentially proven in Toda's paper [Tod9l] . " Since it is now known that P = FewP > P = Few [Se194] , in light of this equivalence one ca n conclude Corollary 2 .7 from this . Theorem 2 .6 may never have been stated before in the stron g form it appears here, but it just reflects an attempt to distill to its core what is going on in th e parallel census technique of Selman and Toda .
We mention that the fundamental machinery needed to exploit the idea behind the paralle l census technique appears in a 1983 paper of Hartmanis (Theorem 2 .1 of [Har83] , and it reappears in Hartmanis, Immerman, and Sewelson [HIS85] as Theorem 1 ; see also [Sew83] ) .4 We say that the "fundamental machinery" is there as in both [Har83] and [HIS85] the proofs build sequentia l algorithms . However, if one closely examines the proofs, it becomes clear that (since the number of census values is polynomial) one can redo the algorithm so that it works via one big round o f 4Upward separation (equivalently referred to sometimes as "downward collapse"), the theme of the work of Hartmanis [Har83] and Hartmanis, Immerman, and Sewelson [HIS85] , has been further studied-qualified, extended , etc.-in such papers as [HY84,AW90,A1191,RRW94,HJ95,BG98,HHH99,BF99,HHH98] . parallel queries . If one were to do this, what one would arrive at would be what is stated earlier i n this paper as Theorem 2 .2.
The name "parallel census technique" was coined in Arvind et al . [AHH+ 93 ], which noted the relation of the technique to the work of Hartmanis, Immerman, and Sewelson . Arvind e t al.
[AH H+ 93] also somewhat improves on the number of queries from Selman [Se190] , and generalize s the technique beyond NP .
Finally, as it will be useful in Part II's [GH] discussion of sparse sets hard for NP with respect t o various reductions, we state the following famous result of Valiant and Vazirani [VV86] . This result gives a quite different conclusion from the hypothesis (3Q) [USAT Q E P] than does Corollary 2 .7 . 
